SCHAUMBURG, IL, May 31, 2022 - entigenlogic® today announced the general availability of
FranklinTM 2.7.
The entigenlogic® team is pleased to announce the release of Franklin™ 2.7. This latest release
introduces a redesign of the Filter Manager and Filter Activation interfaces, which streamlines
the workflow for advanced filter operations. Advanced Mode users will find it easier to delete
filters, create new filters, and edit existing filters. Users are now able to select a filter name and
bring up a menu of familiar operations. Additionally, the new Properties selection makes it
easier to review a filter’s properties before taking an action.
Franklin’s Manually Defined Filter Activation has also been enhanced to streamline the filter
activation workflow. Using familiar keyboard and mouse operations, users can now select one
or more filters as well as one or more documents from a docment collection. Users can also
review filter contents while reviewing the results of the Manually Defined Filter Activation,
which assists with filter and search refinement.
Franklin™ is a conceptual search engine. However unlike current technology, it does not rely on
statistical correlation. It understands the concepts conveyed by words, converts them into
proprietary entigens®, and connects them via our patented logic rules and mathematical
model. Franklin can then integrate knowledge into a set of logically connected facts, much as
humans do. Users can conceptually describe a search through their own filters, or upload an
existing document that Franklin uses to automatically generate search concepts for the user.
Franklin provides a Natural Language Understanding that no other approach can.
“Franklin’s latest release is a big step forward in user functionality and significantly enhances
the efficiency of research activities for our clients. It brings additional time savings and helps to
improve productivity for our users – further adding to the already long list of Franklin’s user
benefits.” said Bill Edgar, Vice President of Business Development and Sales.
Additional Resources
Read more about entigenlogic, LCC at https://www.entigenlogic.com/
About Franklin
For a demonstration or product trial, please contact sales@entigenlogic.com.

